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DETAILED ACTION

1 . Applicant's arguments with respect to claim 1-19 have been considered but are moot in

view of the new ground(s) of rejection.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.

The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148 USPQ 459 (1966),

that are applied for establishing a background for determining obviousness under 35

U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized as follows:

1 . Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.

2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue.

3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating obviousness

or nonobviousness.

This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of the claims under

35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of the various claims was

commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein were made absent any evidence to

the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation under 37 CFR 1 .56 to point out the inventor

and invention dates of each claim that was not commonly owned at the time a later invention was

made in order for the examiner to consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 103(c) and potential 35

U.S.C. 102(e), (f) or (g) prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103(a).
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1. Claim 1,19, 28, and 30 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

ITU-T Recommendation G.992.3. in view of Palm (US 7,296,086).

For claim 1, Dl discloses a channel discovery phase (see page 98-100 8.13 and fig 8-23

"Channel Discovery" and page 1 10, 8.13.3 "Channel discovery phase") of a DSL service

initialization (see page 98-100, 8.13 "Initialization Procedure....ADSL transceiver

initialization "), the method comprising:

transmitting a C-COMB signal (see page 111, 8.13.3.1.2 "transmit....C-COMB symbols"

and page 145 ,8.15.2 "Channel discovery phase....loop diagnostic mode... figure 8-35"

158 "C-COMB 1....C-COMB2" and page 137 "C-COMB 1....C-COMB2") to a customer

premises DSL transceiver (see page 98 ,8.13.1.1 "ATU-R and ATU-C which

parameters are exchanged" andpage 111, 8.13.3.1.2 "ATU-C shall transmit....ATU-R")

during the channel discovery phase (see page 98-100 8.13 and fig 8-23 "Channel

Discovery" and page 110, 8.13.3 "Channel discovery phase"); and

a quiet period (seepage 137 "C-Quietl....C-Quiet2.... C-Quiet3-5" and page 110

,8.13.3.1.1 "C-Quietl") of the channel discovery phase (see page 98-100 8.13 and fig 8-

23 "Channel Discovery" and page 1 10, 8.13.3 "Channel discovery phase").

For claim 19, Dl discloses a central office DSL transceiver (see page 98, 8.13 "ATU-C"

and page 6 "ATU-C. . .central office") during a channel discovery phase (see page 98-100

8.13 and fig 8-23 "Channel Discovery" and page 1 10, 8. 13.3 "Channel discovery phase")

of a DSL service initialization (see page 98-100, 8.13 "Initialization Procedure....ADSL

transceiver initialization "), the transceiver configured to perform the operations:
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transmitting a C-COMB signal to a customer premises DSL transceiver during the

channel discovery phase (see page 98-100 8.13 and fig 8-23 "Channel Discovery" and

page 110, 8.13.3 "Channel discovery phase"), the C-COMB signal (see page 111,

8.13.3.1.2 "transmit....C-COMB symbols" and page 145 , 8.15.2 "Channel discovery

phase. ...loop diagnostic mode... figure 8-35" 158 "C-COMB 1....C-COMB2" and page

137 "C-COMB 1....C-COMB2") and during a quiet period (see page 137 "C-

Quietl....C-Quiet2.... C-Quiet3-5" and page 110 ,8.13.3.1.1 "C-Quietl") of the channel

discovery phase (see page 98-100 8. 13 and fig 8-23 "Channel Discovery" and page 110,

8.13.3 "Channel discovery phase");

For claim 28, Dl discloses during a period ofthe channel discovery phase (see page 98-

100 8.13 and fig 8-23 "Channel Discovery" and page 1 10, 8.13.3 "Channel discovery

phase") in which the customer premises DSL transceiver (see page 98 , 8.13.1.1 "ATU-R

and ATU-C which parameters are exchanged" andpage 1 1 1, 8.13.3.1.2 "ATU-C shall

transmit....ATU-R") transmits messages (seepage 111, 8.13.3.1.2 "transmit. ...C-COMB

symbols" andpage 145 , 8.15.2 "Channel discovery phase....loop diagnostic

mode. ..figure 8-35" 158 "C-COMB 1....C-COMB2" andpage 137 "C-COMB 1....C-

COMB2")

For claim 30, Dl discloses during a period ofthe channel discovery phase (see page 98-

100 8.13 and fig 8-23 "Channel Discovery" and page 1 10, 8.13.3 "Channel discovery

phase") in which the (see page 98 ,8.13.1.1 "ATU-R and ATU-C which parameters

are exchanged" andpage 111, 8.13.3.1.2 "ATU-C shall transmit....ATU-R") transmits

messages (seepage 111, 8.13.3.1.2 "transmit....C-COMB symbols" andpage 145
,
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8.15.2 "Channel discovery phase....loop diagnostic mode... figure 8-35" 158 "C-

COMB 1 . . . .C-COMB2" and page 137 "C-COMB 1 . . . .C-COMB2")

Dl is silent about

:

As regarding claim 1, A method for synchronizing a TCM Timing Reference (TTRI

clock) operating in a Time Compression Multiplexing (TCM-ISDN noise environment), a

signal including a TTR indication portion allowing the customer premises DSL

transceiver to synchronize the TTR clock, and transmitting a TTR indication signal to the

customer premises DSL transceiver to maintain synchronization of the transceiver's TTR

clock.

As regarding claim 19, for maintaining synchronization of a customer premises TCM

Timing Reference (TTR clock), operating in a Time Compression Multiplexing (TCM-

ISDN) noise environment, including a TTR indication portion allowing the customer

premises DSL transceiver to synchronize a TTR clock; transmitting a TTR indication

signal to the customer premises DSL transceiver to maintain synchronization of the

transceiver's TTR clock.

For claim 28, during a period of initiation in which the customer premises DSL

transceiver transmits messages that are dominated by far-end crosstalk interference,

transmitting a TTR indication signal that is dominated by far-end crosstalk interference to

the customer premises DSL transceiver to maintain synchronization of the transceiver's

TTR clock.
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For claim 30, during a period of initiation in which the customer premises DSL

transceiver transmits messages that are dominated by far-end crosstalk interference,

transmitting a TTR indication signal that is dominated by far-end crosstalk interference to

the customer premises DSL transceiver to maintain synchronization of the transceiver's

TTR clock.

Palm from the same or similar field of endeavor discloses:

As regarding claim 1, Palm discloses a method for synchronizing a TCM Timing

Reference (TTR -clock) ( see col 5 line 40 through col 6 line 50 "C-SYNC

signal. . .synchronized with TTRc. . .TTR synchronization from the C-SYNC signal" and

fig. 5) operating in a Time Compression Multiplexing (TCM-ISDN noise environment)

(see col 1 lines 45-64 "interferences results. . .number of twisted pair wires is shared by

xDSL modems and TCM-ISDN" and col 3 line 1-10 and col 5 line 10-25 "TCM-

ISDN. . .disturb" ), a signal including a TTR indication portion allowing the customer

premises DSL transceiver to synchronize the TTR clock ( see col 5 line 40 through col 6

line 50 "C-SYNC signal. . .synchronized with TTRc. . .TTR synchronization from the C-

SYNC signal" and fig. 5), and transmitting a TTR indication signal to the customer

premises DSL transceiver (see col 5 line 40 through col 6 line 15 "remote DSL modem

with the central office DSL modem" and fig 3) to maintain synchronization of the

transceiver's TTR clock ( see col 5 line 40 through col 6 line 50 "C-SYNC

signal. . .synchronized with TTRc. . .TTR synchronization from the C-SYNC signal" and

fig. 5).
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As regarding claim 19, Palm discloses for maintaining synchronization of a customer

premises (see col 5 line 40 through col 6 line 15 "remote DSL modem with the central

office DSL modem" and fig 3) TCM Timing Reference (TTR clock) ( see col 5 line 40

through col 6 line 50 "C-SYNC signal. . .synchronized with TTRc. . .TTR synchronization

from the C-SYNC signal" and fig. 5), operating in a Time Compression Multiplexing

(TCM-ISDN) noise environment (see col 1 lines 45-64 "interferences results. . .number of

twisted pair wires is shared by xDSL modems and TCM-ISDN" and col 3 line 1-10 and

col 5 line 10-25 "TCM-ISDN. . .disturb" ), including a TTR indication portion allowing

the customer premises DSL transceiver (see col 5 line 40 through col 6 line 15 "remote

DSL modem with the central office DSL modem" and fig 3) to synchronize a TTR clock

( see col 5 line 40 through col 6 line 50 "C-SYNC signal... synchronized with

TTRc. . .TTR synchronization from the C-SYNC signal" and fig. 5); transmitting a TTR

indication signal to the customer premises DSL transceiver (see col 5 line 40 through col

6 line 15 "remote DSL modem with the central office DSL modem" and fig 3) to

maintain synchronization of the transceiver's TTR clock ( see col 5 line 40 through col 6

line 50 "C-SYNC signal. . .synchronized with TTRc. . .TTR synchronization from the C-

SYNC signal" and fig. 5).

For claim 28, Palm discloses, during a period of initiation (see col 5 line 20-40 "initiates

the handshaking processs") in which the customer premises DSL transceiver (see col 5

line 40 through col 6 line 15 "remote DSL modem with the central office DSL modem"

and fig 3) transmits messages that are dominated by far-end crosstalk interference ( see

col 5 line 40 through col 6 line 60 "C-SYNC signal... synchronized with TTRc. signal is
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transmitted during the shaded times slots. . .TTR synchronization from the C-SYNC

signal" and fig. 5; fig 8 and 9; FEXT); transmitting a TTR indication signal ( see col 5

line 40 through col 6 line 60 "C-SYNC signal. . .synchronized with TTRc. signal is

transmitted during the shaded times slots. . .TTR synchronization from the C-SYNC

signal" and fig. 5; fig 8 and 9; FEXT) that is dominated by far-end crosstalk interference

(see fig 8 and 9 FEXT) to the customer premises DSL transceiver (see col 5 line 40

through col 6 line 15 "remote DSL modem with the central office DSL modem" and fig

3) to maintain synchronization of the transceiver's TTR clock ( see col 5 line 40 through

col 6 line 50 "C-SYNC signal. . .synchronized with TTRc. . .TTR synchronization from

the C-SYNC signal" and fig. 5).

For claim 30, Palm discloses during a period of initiation (see col 5 line 20-40 "initiates

the handshaking processs") in which the customer premises DSL transceiver (see col 5

line 40 through col 6 line 15 "remote DSL modem with the central office DSL modem"

and fig 3) transmits messages that are dominated by far-end crosstalk interference ( see

col 5 line 40 through col 6 line 60 "C-SYNC signal. . .synchronized with TTRc. .signal is

transmitted during the shaded times slots. . .TTR synchronization from the C-SYNC

signal" and fig. 5; fig 8 and 9; FEXT), transmitting a TTR indication signal ( see col 5

line 40 through col 6 line 60 "C-SYNC signal... synchronized with TTRc. .signal is

transmitted during the shaded times slots. . .TTR synchronization from the C-SYNC

signal" and fig. 5; fig 8 and 9; FEXT) that is dominated by far-end crosstalk interference

(see fig 8 and 9 FEXT) to the customer premises DSL transceiver (see col 5 line 40

through col 6 line 15 "remote DSL modem with the central office DSL modem" and fig
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3) to maintain synchronization ofthe transceiver's TTR clock ( see col 5 line 40 through

col 6 line 50 "C-SYNC signal. . .synchronized with TTRc. . .TTR synchronization from

the C-SYNC signal" and fig. 5).

It would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to modify the system of Dl by using the features, as taught by Palm, in order to

provide a method of synchronizing the modem and central office DSL modem during an

initiation phase in order to provide initiation over a greater length (see Palm col 2-3.

2. Claims 2-4, 7-9, 20-22, 25-27 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over ITU-T Recommendation G.992.3 and Palm (US 7,296,086) as applied to claim 1 above,

further in view of Okamura (US 6,658,024 Bl).

For claims 2-4, 7-9, 20-22, 25-27, Dl and Hasegawa disclose all the claimed invention in

paragraph 2.

For claim 2 and 20, Dl discloses teaches a first set of symbols for indicating the

hyperframe boundary (see page 57 " each superframe. . . .symbol. . .to establish superframe

boundaries" and fig 8-6); and a second set of symbols (see page 57 " each

superframe. . . .data symbols" and fig 8-6 data frame).

For claim 4 and 22, Dl discloses wherein the synchronization symbol (see page 57 " each

superframe. . . .synchronization symbol. . .to establish superframe boundaries" and fig 8-6)

is comprises-transmitted during each of the first set of symbols (see page 57 " each

superframe. . . .symbol. . .to establish superframe boundaries" and fig 8-6);.
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For claim 2 and 20, Palm teaches a first set of symbols for indicating the hyperframe

boundary (see fig 8 and 9; symbols bordering the hyperframe and col 5 line 60-67 "TTR

hyperframe"); and a second set of symbols (see fig 8 and 9; symbols and col 5 line 60-67

"TTR hyperframe").

For claim 3 and 21, Palm teaches wherein the first set of symbols includes the first

continuous group of symbols of the hyperframe dominated by far-end crosstalk

interference (see fig 9 FEXTc, NEXTc).

For claim 4 and 22, Hasegawa teaches wherein the TTR indication signal ( see col 5 line

40 through col 6 line 50 "C-SYNC signal. . .synchronized with TTRc. . .TTR

synchronization from the C-SYNC signal" and fig. 5) is comprises-transmitted during a

set of symbols (see fig 8 and 9; symbols bordering the hyperframe and col 5 line 60-67

"TTR hyperframe. . .signal is transmitted during the shaded time slots (DMT

symbols)...").

Dl and Palm are silent about:

For claim 2 and 20, where the rest of the symbols have no signal for allowing quiet noise

measurement.

For claim 7 and 25, measuring at least one quiet noise parameter during the second set of

symbols .

For claim 8 and 26, wherein the measured quiet noise parameter is quiet noise level per

bin.

For claim 9 and 27, wherein the measuring at least one quiet noise parameter is

performed for symbols in the presence of far-end crosstalk or near-end crosstalk.
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Okamura from the same or similar field discloses a communication system with the

above features:

For claim 2 and 20, Okamura teaches where the rest of the symbols have no signal for

allowing quiet noise measurement (see column 3 lines 1-17, noise measurement is

performed on the symbols that are randomly generated by the ATU-C generator).

For claim 7 and 25, Okamura teaches, measuring at least one quiet noise parameter

during the second set of symbols (see column 3 lines 1-17, noise measurement is

performed on the symbols that are randomly generated by the ATU-C generator, note

these symbols can occupy the entire frame (see abstract lines 9-10, carriers are defined as

frames carrying symbols), thus they are the same as the first set of symbols that sets the

frame) boundaries).

For claim 8 and 26, Okamura teaches wherein the measured quiet noise parameter is

quiet noise level per bin (see column 2 lines 27-36, the carriers are divided in to certain

frequency widths, each carrier noise level is measured, which means noise level is

measured per frequency width).

For claim 9 and 27, Okamura teaches, wherein the measuring at least one quiet noise

parameter is performed for symbols (see column 3 lines 1-17, noise measurement is

performed on the symbols that are randomly generated by the ATU-C generator) in the

presence of far-end crosstalk or near-end crosstalk (see column 2 lines 19-27,

measurement is performed during near and far-end interference).

It would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to modify the system ofITU-T Recommendation G.992.3 and Palm by using
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the features, as taught by Okamura, in order to minimize the delay of fast data (see col 6

of Okamura);

3. Claims 10-13, 16-18, and 29 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Palm (US 7,296,086) in view of Okamura (US 6,658,024 Bl) and ITU-T Recommendation

G.992.3, hereinafter Dl.

As regarding claim 10, Palm discloses A method for maintaining TCM Timing Reference

(TTR) synchronization ( see col 5 line 40 through col 6 line 50 "C-SYNC

signal. . .synchronized with TTRc. . .TTR synchronization from the C-SYNC signal" and

fig. 5) in a customer premises DSL transceiver (see col 5 line 40 through col 6 line 15

"remote DSL modem with the central office DSL modem" and fig 3) during in a Time

Compression Multiplexing (TCM-ISDN) noise environment (see col 1 lines 45-64

"interferences results. . .number of twisted pair wires is shared by xDSL modems and

TCM-ISDN" and col 3 line 1-10 and col 5 line 10-25 "TCM-ISDN... disturb" )„ the

method comprising: receiving a TTR indication signal from a central office DSL

transceiver, the TTR indication signal ( see col 5 line 40 through col 6 line 50 "C-SYNC

signal. . .synchronized with TTRc. . .TTR synchronization from the C-SYNC signal" and

fig. 5) comprising at least one hyperframe that includes a plurality of symbols (see fig 8

and 9; symbols bordering the hyperframe and col 5 line 60-67 "TTR hyperframe. . .signal

is transmitted during the shaded time slots (DMT symbols). . ."); using at least a portion

of the TTR indication signal to synchronize a local TTR clock thereto ( see col 5 line 40
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through col 6 line 50 "C-SYNC signal. . .synchronized with TTRc. . .TTR synchronization

from the C-SYNC signal" and fig. 5);

For claim 1 1 , Palm teaches a first set of symbols for indicating the hyperframe boundary

(see fig 8 and 9; symbols bordering the hyperframe and col 5 line 60-67 "TTR

hyperframe"); and a second set of symbols (see fig 8 and 9; symbols and col 5 line 60-67

"TTR hyperframe").

For claim 12, Palm teaches wherein the first set of symbols includes the first continuous

group of symbols of the hyperframe dominated (see fig 8 and 9; col 5 line 50 through col

6 line 20 "TTR hyperframe") by far-end crosstalk interference (see fig 9 FEXTc,

NEXTc).

For claim 13, Palm teaches wherein the TTR indication signal is comprises-transmitted

during each of the first set of symbols (see fig 8 and 9; symbols bordering the hyperframe

and col 5 line 60-67 "TTR hyperframe. . .signal is transmitted during the shaded time slots

(DMT symbols)...").

For claim 29, Palm discloses receiving a second TTR indication signal ( see col 5 line 40

through col 6 line 60 "C-SYNC signal... synchronized with TTRc.signal is transmitted

during the shaded times slots. . .continue transmitting ..until it has acquired TTR

synchronization from the C-SYNC signal" and fig. 5; fig 8 and 9; FEXT) from a central

office DSL transceiver (see col 5 line 40 through col 6 line 15 "remote DSL modem with

the central office DSL modem" and fig 3), the second TTR indication signal ( see col 5

line 40 through col 6 line 60 "C-SYNC signal... synchronized with TTRc. .signal is

transmitted during the shaded times slots. . .continue transmitting ..until it has acquired
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TTR synchronization from the C-SYNC signal" and fig. 5; fig 8 and 9; FEXT)

comprising at least one hyperframe that includes a plurality of symbols (see fig 8 and 9;

symbols and col 5 line 50 through col 6 line 60 "TTR hyperframe. . .DMT symbols"),

some ofwhich contain no signal (see col 6 line 1-50 "silence is transmitted in the

unshaded time slots") from the central office DSL transceiver (see col 5 line 40 through

col 6 line 15 "remote DSL modem with the central office DSL modem" and fig 3); using

at least a portion of the second TTR indication signal to synchronize a local TTR clock

thereto signal ( see col 5 line 40 through col 6 line 60 "C-SYNC signal. . .synchronized

with TTRc. .signal is transmitted during the shaded times slots. . .continue transmitting

..until it has acquired TTR synchronization from the C-SYNC signal" and fig. 5; fig 8 and

9; FEXT); and sending messages to the central office DSL transceiver (see col 5 line 40

through col 6 line 15 "remote DSL modem with the central office DSL modem" and fig

3) during symbols of the hyperframe (see col 5 line 40 through col 6 line 50 "shaded time

slots. . .silence is transmitted in the unshaded time slots. . .R-SYNC signal is

transmitting. . . .all shaded time slots. .
." and fig 8 and 9) which no signal is received from

the central office DSL transceiver (see col 5 line 40 through col 6 line 50 "remote DSL

modem with the central office DSL modem . . . .shaded time slots. . .silence is transmitted

in the unshaded time slots . . .R-SYNC signal is transmitting ... .all shaded time slots ..."

and fig 8 and 9).
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Palm is silent about:

For claim 10, that the some of the symbols do not contain any signals from the central

office and that during those symbols noise is measured; a COMB signal.

For claim 11, where the rest of the symbols have no signal for allowing quiet noise

measurement.

For claim 16, measuring at least one quiet noise parameter during the second set of

symbols .

For claim 17, wherein the measured quiet noise parameter is quiet noise level per bin.

For claim 18, wherein the measuring at least one quiet noise parameter is performed for

symbols in the presence of far-end crosstalk or near-end crosstalk.

Okamura from the same or similar field discloses a communication system with the

above features:

For claim 10, Okamura teaches some ofwhich contain no signal from the central office

DSL transceiver (see column 3 lines 1-5; while frames (which Okamura defines as

carriers) are being transmitted from the central office (ATU-C), the symbols are

generated randomly for measurement purposes) ; and measuring a quiet noise parameter

during symbols of the hyperframe (see abstract lines 9-10, carriers are defined as frames

carrying symbols) in which no signal is received from the central office DSL transceiver

(see column 3 lines 1-17, noise measurement is performed on the symbols that are

randomly generated by the ATU-C generator).
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For claim 1 1 , Okamura teaches where the rest of the symbols have no signal for allowing

quiet noise measurement (see column 3 lines 1-17, noise measurement is performed on

the symbols that are randomly generated by the ATU-C generator).

For claim 16, Okamura teaches, measuring at least one quiet noise parameter during the

second set of symbols (see column 3 lines 1-17, noise measurement is performed on the

symbols that are randomly generated by the ATU-C generator, note these symbols can

occupy the entire frame (see abstract lines 9-10, carriers are defined as frames carrying

symbols), thus they are the same as the first set of symbols that sets the frame)

boundaries).

For claim 17, Okamura teaches wherein the measured quiet noise parameter is quiet noise

level per bin (see column 2 lines 27-36, the carriers are divided in to certain frequency

widths, each carrier noise level is measured, which means noise level is measured per

frequency width).

For claim 18, Okamura teaches, wherein the measuring at least one quiet noise parameter

is performed for symbols (see column 3 lines 1-17, noise measurement is performed on

the symbols that are randomly generated by the ATU-C generator) in the presence of far-

end crosstalk or near-end crosstalk (see column 2 lines 19-27, measurement is performed

during near and far-end interference).

ITU-T Recommendation G.992.3 from the same or similar field of endeavor discloses the

following:

For claim 10 , ITU-T Recommendation G.992.3 discloses a channel discovery phase (see

page 98-100 8.13 and fig 8-23 "Channel Discovery" and page 110, 8.13.3 "Channel
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discovery phase") of a DSL service initialization (see page 98-100, 8.13 "Initialization

Procedure. . . .ADSL transceiver initialization ") and a COMB signal (see page 111,

8.13.3.1.2 "transmit....C-COMB symbols" and page 145 , 8.15.2 "Channel discovery

phase. ...loop diagnostic mode... figure 8-35" 158 "C-COMB 1....C-COMB2" and page

137 "C-COMB 1....C-COMB2").

It would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to modify the system of Palm by using the features, as taught by Okamura and

ITU-T Recommendation G.992.3, in order to minimize the delay of fast data (see col 6 of

Okamura); in order to ATU-R and ATU-C to establish a communication link which will

enable a user to communicate and to maximize throughput and reliability (see ITU-T

Recommendation G.992.3 page 98 , 8.13)

4. Claim 5 and 23 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over ITU-T

Recommendation G.992.3, Palm (US 7,296,086) and Okamura (US 6,658,024 Bl) as applied to

claim 4/21 above, further in view of Ginesi et al (US 7,050,825 B2)..

For claim 5 and 23, Palm, Okamura and Dl teach all the claim invention as described in

paragraph 3. Additionally, Palm and Okamura teach that the TTR indication signal ( see

col 5 line 40 through col 6 line 50 "C-SYNC signal. . .synchronized with TTRc. . .TTR

synchronization from the C-SYNC signal" and fig. 5). However, they do not teach that a

REVERB signal are sent. Ginesi et al from the same or similar field of endeavor teaches

wherein a signal comprises a REVERB signal (see column 4 lines 57-61, REVERB
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signals are sent) transmitted during the first set of symbols (see column 5 lines 27-29; the

REVERB signal is just one of other signals sent).

It would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to modify the system of Palm, Dl, and Okamura by using the features, as

taught by Ginesi, in order to provide the transmission of a REVERB signal, noise

measurements can be performed (see column 4 lines 52-61 of Ginesi et al). Thus the

channel can be optimized for later data transmission.

5. Claim 6 and 24 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable over ITU-T

Recommendation G.992.3, Palm (US 7,296,086), Okamura (US 6,658,024 Bl), and Ginesi et al

(US 7,050,825 B2) as applied to claim 5/23 above, further in view of Okita ( 2004/0025101 Al).

For claim 6 and 24, Dl, Palm ,Okamura, and Ginesi et al teach all the claimed invention

as described above. Palm ,Okamura, and Ginesi teach the REVERB signal of claim 5,

however they do not teach that it is sent in frequency ranges that are not attenuated. Okita

from the same or similar field of the endeavor teaches that signal includes a range of sub-

carriers (see section 0008, signals are sent in different frequency ranges, thus the signals

have range of frequency sub-carriers) selected in a frequency range low enough to avoid

being attenuated (see section 0008 lines 9-14) when transmitted to the customer premises

DSL transceiver (see section 0002 lines 1 1-13, the invention can be applied to ADSL

technology, thus it can apply to DSL modems also).

Thus it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill at the time of the invention

was made to include signals at low frequency ranges, in order to avoid attenuation. One
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could have easily implemented the sending of signals on a low frequency via an RF

mixer, which is well known in the art. The Office transmitter, which is a DSL modem,

has usually those mixers or it could be very easily implemented.

The motivation for sending signal at a low frequency where they are not attenuated is that

the signal is not attenuated, meaning it does not lose strength and the full strength signal

is received.

6. Claim 14 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over disclosures of

Palm (US 7,296,086), Okamura (US 6,658,024 Bl) and ITU-T Recommendation G.992.3 as

applied to claim 12 above, and further in view of Ginesi et al (US 7,050,825 B2).

For claim 14, Palm and Okamura teach all the claim invention as described in paragraph

4. Additionally, Palm and Okamura teach that the TTR indication signal signal ( see col 5

line 40 through col 6 line 50 "C-SYNC signal. . .synchronized with TTRc. . .TTR

synchronization from the C-SYNC signal" and fig. 5). However, they do not teach that a

REVERB signal are sent. Ginesi et al from the same or similar field of endeavor teaches

wherein a signal comprises a REVERB signal (see column 4 lines 57-61, REVERB

signals are sent) transmitted during the first set of symbols (see column 5 lines 27-29; the

REVERB signal is just one of other signals sent).

It would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to modify the system of Palm, Dl, and Okamura by using the features, as

taught by Ginesi, in order to provide the transmission of a REVERB signal, noise
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measurements can be performed (see column 4 lines 52-61 of Ginesi et al). Thus the

channel can be optimized for later data transmission.

7. Claim 15 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over disclosures of

Palm (US 7,296,086), Okamura (US 6,658,024 Bl), ITU-T Recommendation G.992.3 and

Ginesi et al (US 7,050,825 B2) as applied to claim 14 above, and further in view of disclosure of

Okita ( 2004/0025101 Al).

For claim 15, Palm ,Okamura, and Ginesi et al teach all the claimed invention as

described in paragraph 7. Palm ,Okamura, and Ginesi teach the REVERB signal of claim

15, however they do not teach that it is sent in frequency ranges that are not attenuated.

Okita from the same or similar field of the endeavor teaches that signal includes a range

of sub-carriers (see section 0008, signals are sent in different frequency ranges, thus the

signals have range of frequency sub-carriers) selected in a frequency range low enough to

avoid being attenuated (see section 0008 lines 9-14) when transmitted to the customer

premises DSL transceiver (see section 0002 lines 1 1-13, the invention can be applied to

ADSL technology, thus it can apply to DSL modems also).

Thus it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill at the time of the invention

was made to include signals at low frequency ranges, in order to avoid attenuation. One

could have easily implemented the sending of signals on a low frequency via an RF

mixer, which is well known in the art. The Office transmitter, which is a DSL modem,

has usually those mixers or it could be very easily implemented.
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The motivation for sending signal at a low frequency where they are not attenuated is that

the signal is not attenuated, meaning it does not lose strength and the full strength signal

is received.

Conclusion

8. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure.

US-3,835,260 A 09-1974 Prescher et al.

US-6,266,347 B1 07-2001 Amrany et al.

US-7, 167,509 01-2007 Hasegawa et al.

US-200 1/0043620 A

1

11-2001 Amatsubo et al.

US-6,449,316 B1 09-2002 Matsumoto et al.

US-6,580,752 B1 06-2003 Amrany et al.

US-6,724,849 Bl 04-2004 Long ct al.

US-2004/0 105454 Al 06-2004 Okamura, Yusaku

US-7,058,152 B2 06-2006 Long et al.

US-7,142,501 Bl 11-2006 Ban-ass et al.

The above references are cited to show methods of synchronization/interference

ISDN and DSL.

9. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Kenan Cehic whose telephone number is (571) 270-3120. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday through Friday 8:00-5:30.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Kwang Yao can be reached on (571) 272-3 182. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). Ifyou would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/Kenan Cehic/

Examiner, Art Unit 2416

/Kwang B. Yao/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2416


